
A Perfect Home Based Business

 Congratulation & Welcome To My Page ..!
GRAB THIS OPPORTUNITY

NOW!!!. 
Today I shall reveal to You  The Secret Of
Online Business From Home & how to do

business without boundaries from the
comfort zone of your home or anywhere

anytime at any place.. 
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have none to ask questions and to learn to do business. If you have a very
large capital, you may do a franchise business such as Mc Donalds. How
about us, people with average income? Can we afford a business with small
capital to earn more income?

Think about your reasons for doing business.

Of course we all want success, many people want to be their own boss, doing
things their own way. The desire to be financially free and have extra money
and time to do the things they always wanted to do.

Discover the best way to do a part-time business with Vemma!

Through Vemma business, we can do business in 60 countries with a small
capital and we can learn & works as a team with great support & online training
all the way step by step.

Product
Mangosteen Juice (including the whole fruit and pericarp extract) 

has been the secret to a healthier body and sharper mental focus in
eastern cultures for over 400 years (where life expectancy is an average
of 5 years longer than in western cultures). Researchers from TUFTS
University center for anti-aging say that people should eat 10 Servings of
fruit and vegetables daily. This amount will provide you with the levels of
Antioxidants required to prevent damage to your body's cells. When your
body's cells are damaged, this can result in fatigue,
illness and accelerated aging.

The Mangosteen fruit containspotent antioxidants (within supernutrients
called Xanthones) many times stronger than other fruit and vegetables.
Therefore, an easy way to achieve high levels of antioxidants is to drink a
whole fruit Mangosteen juice, with high levels of Mangostin Xanthones.
TheVemma Nutrition Program was developed by a physician with a
background in both eastern and western medicine. Vemma contains five
main nutrients:

Vemma Mangosteen juice, including the pulp and the rind of the fruit, 
contains more Xanthones than any other independently tested Mangosteen
juice products.Xanthones have powerful anti-inflammatory properties and are 
very potent antioxidants*. Over 14,000 papers from world-wide researchers 
report positive results from testing the xanthones.
Organic glyconutrient-rich Aloe Vera helps to nourish beautiful skin, 
cleanses the body and soothes and improves digestion.
Plant Source minerals in an ionic liquid form (reduced to the smallest component
and easy for your body to use), extracted from nutrient-dense 
plant vegetation that has been undisturbed for thousands of years. Your 

http://ningbc.vemma.com/opportunity/
http://vemmabisnis.com/
http://ningbc.vemma.com/opportuntiy/


VeMMA Business Opportunity

YOU ARE ABOUT TO DISCOVER 
THE HUGE OPPORTUNITY WITH VEMMA

Online marketing system in Vemma is incredible. I have never known these people
and they decided to join Vemma through my Vemmabuilder. For me, Vemma is my
lifetime and ultimate Phd education. I associate with great and positive people who

believe in success and I learn network marketing from my team.  I have more
friends, enjoy the fun in learning and the ultimate mission is to empower other

plant vegetation that has been undisturbed for thousands of years. Your 
body requires extra minerals because food processing, chemical fertilizers and
overused crop lands make it impossible to get a wide spectrum of minerals 
from your diet.
Organic Green Tea helps to fight viruses, slow aging and improve brain power.

Twelve full spectrum vitamins. The American Medical Association states that 
"most people
do not consume an optimal amount of all vitamins by diet alone. Pending strong 
evidence of effectiveness from randomized trials, it appears prudent for all adults 
to take vitamin supplements".

The Real Freedom Of Life..Both Physically
& Financially Well Being, Giving A Sense Of

Retirement, Less To Worries ABout Life
And More To Celebrates ...!

 

* Why Vemma, What Makes Vemma Apart ???

http://ningbc.vemma.com/opportunity/
http://vemma.com/
http://www.vervesample.com/867386505/
http://www.ningbc.vemma.com/opportunity/
http://www.ningbc.vemma.com/opportunity/


(Vemma were certified by more than 350,000 Specialist Doctors 
Around The World.. - Refers to > PDR  )

" PREVENTING ARE BETTER THAN TO CURE "

YOU STILL GOT CHOICES & HOPE... DON'T WAIT TILL ITS
TOO LATE.. TO GET CURE...

 DON'T WAIT TILL IT'S GETTING WORSE FOR YOU TO
RECOVER ...!

         
* ( Diabetes )

                  
        * Heart Failure / Cardiovascular diseases               

                               
 

 *  Asthma -doesn't choose who are ..

      



      
* Migraine

       
* ( Obesitiy)

   
* Gastrik / Ulsers

             
      * All kind of cancers  & more.. be aware...!

         

( Vemma has shown positive effects on more than  138
diseases )

    

" Take Your Free Tour For More Info "

"Time Passes Quickly! Register FREE Now & Make
Sure Your Position Among The Successful VeMMA

Entrepreneurs"

http://www.vemmabuilder.com/867386505/


Immune Booster
Vemma —an acronym for Vitamins Essential Minerals Mangosteen and Aloe—

boasts a wide range of health properties, backed by double-blind, placebo-
controlled clinical trials conducted by Brunswick Laboratories in Norton, MA.

The liquid vitamin and mineral supplement carries a high ORAC value, which
stands for Oxygen Radical Absorbance Capacity. Ronald Prior, the scientist who

helped create the ORAC test, recommends you consume at least 3,500 ORAC
units daily for optimum health. Vemma contains 115,000 ORAC units.

Immune Booster
An independent, double blind placebo controlled study conducted by Brunswick

Labs in Norton, Mass., showed that subjects drinking Vemma showed a
significant improvement in immune function. An active compound in aloe,

called Acemannan, is an immune stimulant.

Cancer Fighter
According to the National Cancer Institute, oxidation stress throughout your

body can lead to free radical damage that causes cancer. Vemma contains 12 full
spectrum vitamins, including beta carotene, vitamin C, vitamin D3, and B

vitamins 1, 2, 3, 6 and 12, and enough antioxidant power to minimize oxidation
in your body. Some ingredients include mangosteen, aloe vera and organic green

tea blend. The term full spectrum refers to providing your body with all of the
essential nutrients it needs in the right amounts.

Reduces Inflammation
According to the Brunswick Labs study, and reported in the August 2009 issue
of the Journal of Medicinal Food, inflammation inside your body can be very

dangerous. When your blood vessels and tissues become inflamed, blood
pressure rises and your risk of heart attack and disease is increased.

Inflammation in your joints can also result in painful arthritis. A protein called c-
reactive protein is present when inflammation is present and this particular

protein is reduced with consumption of Vemma.

Bioavailability
Bioavailabilty refers to the rate and extent to which the active ingredient in a

particular formula is absorbed into your body. Brunswick Labs conducted a 24-
hour test to see how bioavailable Vemma really is. Blood samples were taken,

then subjects were given either a Vemma drink, or placebo. After 24 hours blood
samples were taken again, and showed the high bioavailability of Vemma.

Twelve full spectrum vitamins and 65 essential minerals found in Vemma were
absorbed into the subjects' bloodstreams within that 24-hour period.

Xanthones
Xanthones are a biologically active plant phenol found in highest abundance in
the mangosteen fruit. Consumption of xanthones can help you with allergies,

infections, skin problems, inflammation, cholesterol and fatigue.

Vemma is definitely a superior product with real goodness inside. The benefits
achieved from the very high levels of antioxidants contained in this product
are amazing, in fact it helps fight free radicals thereby slowing any damages
to your body,this makes Vemma a product that everyone needs. Click the shop
now link to get started, If you have any questions we're here to help in any way.

Because we want everyone to have the opportunity to try our ultra-premium
wellness products, we offer a risk-free, 30-day "empty bottle" money-back

guarantee. If you don't experience a positive difference in the way you look and
feel, simply return the product for a 100% refund, even if the bottles are

completely empty!

Vemma Go for Gold and BMW Contest



Vemma Go for Gold and BMW Contest

Never in Vemma's six-year history have we put so much into building our Gold
Leaders! We want to help you build a strong, lasting business on a firm

foundation, so we're super-incentivizing our U.S. and Canada Gold Leaders.
Those who reach Gold and maintain it for a second consecutive month, while

being Momentum Bonus-qualified,* will fly to Phoenix for a three-day incentive
trip, including a full day of training with some of our top Vemma Leaders and a
rewarding recognition dinner all compliments of Vemma! Make it your goal to

develop a Gold on your left and one on your right — success is well within your
reach, and it offers a phenomenal reward that will further enhance your business
and benefit your team! Choose today to go for the Gold! Also, for anyone that

achieves the rank of platinum and above (50 cycles in a 4 week period), they will
get a New Silver BMW courtesy of Vemma. If you are interested in getting the
trip and training, or the New BMW, please let us know, we're here to help! Our
Upline leader Lanny Morton made this video that will help you reach your goal

of getting a new BMW From Vemma.This is possible, time to dig in and do
some work! Let's go team! Click the Button below to get started. If you need

more info please contact us.

Vemma is superior supplementation

,

Dr. Barnet Meltzer M.D., a Board Certified Physician and Surgeon for over
twenty-five years, has been called the father of Wellness Planning and "brilliant
field general of the holy wholistic war." He is an authority in the field of clinical

nutrition and wellness-related preventive medicine and a pioneer among a
growing list of medical doctors that recommend VEMMA.

Dr. Meltzer is the author of six books, most notable is "The Ten Rules of High
Performance Living"; he is a health advisor to Gold Medal Olympic athletes
and a radio talk-show host who lectures regularly at seminars and conferences

nationwide.

"Supplementation is no longer an option, it's no longer a matter of opinion; it's
obligatory; it's a must. Vemma is a nutritionally significant supplement. Vemma

is superior supplementation."

- Dr. Barnet Meltzer

Vemma Training Quick Update

This weekend was Regional training for Vemma here in the Phoenix metro area!
There was a ton of information and as always Tom Alkazin motivated everyone
who attended. BK made a quick appearance with some great news, Glen Polcyn

talked about how to save money with tax deductions that you can only take
advantage of if you have a business, and Brad Alkazin gave us some great

pointers on how to conduct a 1 on 1. Here are somethings that I want to stress
that if you want to become successful in Vemma you MUST do. 1> Plug in to
the calls. The Monday Night Opportunity and the Saturday Fast Start Training

calls are a must! If you don't plug in you will not succeed! These calls keep you
up to date and motivated! 2>Use the Roadmap. 100% of those who use the

Roadmap are successful in Vemma! 3> Follow this formula: Tell your Vemma
Story (Home Event / 1 on 1 / 3way call) —-> Enroll —–> Complete Roadmap

—–> Follow up With a Roadmap Strategy Session and finally setup 2 home



Happy New Year! It's 2011. If you are building your Vemma business, or still
thinking if you should build a Vemma business, let me give you 3 reasons why

Vemma business will explode to new heights in 2011.

1. Vemma is at its momentum phase!

In 2011, Vemma is entering its seventh year in business and this is at the burst of
the momentum phase, which is the period when most of the money is going to be

made! Vemma has opened up more than 50 countries currently, and is going to
expand into 2 more huge market in 2011 which I will talk about in a moment.

If you are still considering to build a Vemma business, I believe this would be
the best time to. Entering its seventh year and being backed by a billion dollar
company New Vision, Vemma is going to grow and explode its sales to new

heights in 2012, and this is where you want to be part of Vemma.

2. New Vemma Products Entering An Untapped Market

Vemma is in the health and nutrition industry. However, many people are really
skeptical about building a business dealing with nutrition products because many
people have been introduced to tons of business opportunities in the health and

nutrition industry.

However, Vemma might not be your typical health and nutrition opportunity
anymore after you hear what I'm going to say. Vemma has a new product,
Vemma PM, that is going to solve a problem faced by many people in this

stressful environment – Sleeplessness, or difficulty of falling asleep at night.
And this is a market that many health and nutrition companies have not tapped
into! Imagine how many people you are going to help to sleep better by sharing

the Vemma PM with them?

3. Vemma is opening up in 2 largest countries in the world!

In January, Vemma is going to open its market in India, a country with more than
a billion of people in population. This will add up to the 52 countries that

Vemma already has business in. With the opening of India, the market potential
is going to be huge and open up more opportunities to do your business there!

Later in the year in 2011, Vemma is also going to open up its market in China
too! Another country of 1 billion people! Now, can you imagine how big the

Vemma opportunity you are going get when they do their business in India and
China, the two largest country in the world?

However, I'm not going to sell you or persuade you to join Vemma right now.
What I'm doing here is to tell you honestly why the Vemma business will

literally explode in 2011, and why it is the best time to start a Vemma business if
you haven't. The Ultimate Choice? It's up to you.

How I haven't been sick!  

I haven't been sick since I Started drinking
Vemma!
True Story!

I had been chronically sick for years, In the past 10 years I have had issues with
my health, and in the past 5 years it went from fair to down the tubes. I had the

Flu every other month, I was so fatigued, I had no energy,I was depressed.I



Flu every other month, I was so fatigued, I had no energy,I was depressed.I
could go on for ever with my heath challenges!

When I started drinking Vemma in May I was skeptical just like most people are,
How can a 2 oz shot of juice a day help me? Well Here we are 7 months later,
I'm down 2 pant sizes, haven't had any flu symptoms, I haven't felt fatigued

every day, I don't take naps after work, I'm able to get up at 6am and stay up till
10pm like I was able to 10+ Years ago. I'm no longer depressed! Everyone

around me is getting sick and I for the first time in 10 years are not! It's amazing
what that 2 ounces really does.

We use all the products that Vemma has out there I use Thirst when we exercise,
Vemma PM to help us sleep, Verve when we need a Energy pick up!

My Kids drink Next! They love their Next! My son who is 1 recently got the flu,
we doubled his Next from 1 shot to 2 shots a day and in 3 days he was better!

This little guy doesn't have much of a immune system yet and I believe the
Vemma Next! made a huge difference!

The Vemma Product line is quality product and is truly amazing! I've been
working part time in our Business and recently we just achieved the silver rank!
We're planning on hitting gold before convention! We'd like to invite you to join

our team, take the challenge and give Vemma a month and see how you feel,
Give it 6 months and see how amazing this product is! This is Truly Nutrition for

a Lifetime!

Stop thinking like Blockbuster…

BK Boreyko said this during his Vemma PM Launch in Phoenix a few weeks
ago, He said "Blockbuster must have not been paying attention since they didn't

respond to the NetFlix business model until it was too late! This former $3
billion, 25,500 employee juggernaut Entertainment Company is now bankrupt.
Their stock was recently de-listed and trading at just $.06 a share. In contrast,

NetFlix is three times the size of Blockbuster at its high and their stock is trading
at $160 a share" In his blog today he talked about this. I love this story that BK

Boreyko Tells!

"What still amazes me is when people look at the MLM business model and
see some kind of a cheesy way of doing business. Like if products aren't

available in a brick and mortar store, they're not real products. Well, with
Vemma that couldn't be farther from the truth. Our business model delivers

ultra-premium products touting the kind of quality ingredients you can't
find in stores (I've looked) and is one of the few true ways the average

person can tap into a phenomenon like the home delivery model. Best of all,
they only need a little money and lots of desire. When you study this

business model and the way Vemma executes it, it's really the ideal business.
Scalable, duplicatable and highly profitable. Its something everyone needs
to look at – especially those people that still think like Blockbuster. Start

thinking like a NetFlix and watch the opportunities begin to unfold for you.
~BK Boreyko"

I encourage you to take a look in to our program, Click the Business
Opportunity link! Take a look at the Reinvent your life video and then call
me,e-mail Me, or just sign up! Lets get to work, Your in the right place at the
right time with the launch of Vemma PM. Stop Thinking like blockbuster!!!

Join our team and lets get to work! 

                    


